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The door is open. . . Rabbits is a secret, dangerous and sometimes fatal 

underground game. The rewards for winning are unclear, but there are rumours 

of money, CIA recruitment or even immortality. Or it might unlock the universe’s 

greatest secrets. But the deeper you get, the more deadly the game becomes – 

and the body count is rising. Since the game first started, ten iterations have 

taken place . . . and the eleventh round is about to begin.  

 

K can’t get enough of the game and has been trying to find a way in for years. 

Then Alan Scarpio, reclusive billionaire and alleged Rabbits winner, shows up 

out of nowhere. And he charges K with a desperate mission. Something has gone 

badly wrong with the game and K needs to fix it – before Eleven starts – or the 

world will pay the price. Five days later, Scarpio is declared missing. Two weeks 

after that, K blows the deadline: Eleven begins. And suddenly, the fate of the 

entire universe is at stake.   
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RABBITS 
By Terry Miles, creator of Public Radio Alliance (125 million+ downloads) 

 

• An electrifying, compulsive read based on the hit podcast which premiered at #1 on Apple  

• Neil Patrick Harris and USA Today called Rabbits podcast ‘Addictive’ and ‘Twisty and compelling’ 

 

‘Murakami meets Ready Player One’ – Nicholas Eames 

‘A taut mystery play for a time of conspiratorial madness’- Cory Doctorow 

 ‘An addictive puzzle box of a book that'll have you obsessing over every little detail’ – Rob Hart 

R U Playing? 
It’s an average work day. You’ve been wrapped up in a task, and you check the clock when you come up for air—

4:44 p.m. You check your email, and 44 unread messages have built up. With a shock, you realise the date is April 

4—4/4. And when you get in your car to drive home, your odometer reads 44,444. Coincidence? Or have you just 

seen the edge of a rabbit hole? 

 
 

 

 

 
 

What happens in the game, stays in the game. 
 

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Terry Miles is creator of the Public Radio Alliance, whose podcasts have been 

downloaded more than 125 million times. He is also an award-winning filmmaker, and has directed the likes 

of Donald Sutherland, Christian Slater and Danny Trejo. He splits his time between the dark emerald gloom of 

the Pacific Northwest and sunny Los Angeles. Find him on socials @tkmiles.  
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